Where is the Hare when your lost?
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So, we are the Edithares but we are not the Herald scribes. Each month
a different scribe will produce the Herald. They are the producers and
we are the directors.
( insert next few months and Edithares here -)
N.B. you will need ‘View’ Header and Footer’
Toggle to Footer
We will provide templates, help and print the Herald. The scribe will
provide the content (plus any run write ups for that month). Please
remember to produce your copy the month before the publish date.
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Run No: 1997

Date: 08-Jan-2017
Venue: Kings Head, Beck Row
Hares: Only Me &
Scribe: it`ll come off
Having put what we hoped was the correct postcode into the Satnav we headed off to Mildenhall. As we
arrived Gorilla was spotted stood at a corner as if he was directing traffic. He indicated I should park just
past him – this involved driving up the kerb, across some grass and down into the car park – easy!
A good crowd was gathered and Shamcock, just back from a holiday in Sri Lanka, called the circle together.
Only Me and Doggy Style explained the trail and off we went across the heath opposite the airfield and on
into the woods. There were plenty of checks and turnbacks that helped keep the pack together (take note
future Hares!) and the trail went a different route to the one we did in the same area last summer,
although I did recognise the river where we were dithering for ages not finding the trail. The only
difference being the blue green algae where last summer some hashers had taken a dip!
The ON was eventually called and we all plodded off back towards the airfield. When we got back to the
car park a magnificent spread had been laid out for us with loads of food, sausage rolls, cheese, wine and
BEER! Hurrah!
When we got to the pub they didn’t appear to be quite ready for us as the beer needed changing
immediately but once that was sorted it was all systems go.
Down downs were awarded to... (I can’t remember!)
DT did a competition – Daffy won (?)
Self Raising also got one (same old faces!)
A good trail, well laid and awesome drink stop. Thank you Hares!
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Run No: 2029

Date: 20th-August-2017
Venue: The Three Horses, Barrow
Hares: Debonaire, and Big Leg
Scribe: Muthatuka
The Three Horses is/was a pub under new management, taken on by an Irish
who knows the success formula of any pub is - good beer, and comely barmaids.
He’ll go far that man.. DT led our festivities, and in fabulous, pink form she
was.
At some stage in the pre hash weekend, I must have licked a frog, as it decided
to stay with me, somewhere in the region of my voicebox. Thinking on it,
Kermit made a point of staying on the other side of the circle at all times, ah!
The bulb dimly flickers to life.
One thing witnessed by all was the arrival of the Whittle subtribe, complete
with JoyBack, a full ten minutes before the run was due to start!! The stunned
pack looked on as they all turned out, as neat as a pin. ‘Gidday’ I croaked.
Sadly, One of the littlies started to cry..
The lady hares were looking quietly pleased with themselves, and I suspected
all manner of foul skulduggery was about to be inflicted upon us. The trail was
apparently set in sawdust, Taxi had to be shown what trail looked like, and off
we set.
After much sweating and falsies, we ( the royal we ) finally caught up with the
walkers. I can attest to the quality and volume of the nettles on every one of
those falsies, yet the wisdom of running in track pants always escapes me
when packing my hash bag.
It turns out the the pub was aptly named by
some canny soul of yore, as this was indeed horse country. As we stomped off
I saw at least one, but the puzzle was - why all the deer fences? I didn’t see
any deer, um, which given our combined talent for cooking them was not a
bad thing.
The cultural event of the day was trail right by the site of a Mott and Baily
fortified castle, one of hundreds in the area apparently. When the hare was
asked as to who they were defending against, the answer was – all the other
Mott and Bailys obviously.. Sometimes the epaulet ‘dumb foreigner’ really fits.
While the frog and I digested this, I blundered into the first of the infamous
Debonair false trails. The infamy relates to the distance one runs before
discovering the acuteness of ones gooseing – usually about three full fields
distant. Fortunately fools seldom differ, and I had Toed for company.
Fearing a late appearance at the beerstop, we set off after the pack with some
vigour only to blunder into a second infamous false trail.. As I said - fools..
Our plight was lessened by the appearance of and an extremely uptight well
bred lady, who was walking her two dogs. She appeared to seethe with
indignation and being passed by such common individuals as us, and got quite
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shouty as we discovered our second goosing, and turned to run back up the
trail. All was saved though, as Toed addressed the distressed creature in
stentorian tones, and she retreated with her dogs to shriek at us from a safe
distance. Perhaps it was the beards?
We eventually found the beerstop. Happily the port placated the frog just
nicely. From there it was a brief On In across rolling fields, and we were back
at the pub. Marvellous, the sun even came out for us.
After a brief corralling, the circle was upon us:
Fines:
- The elder Whittle tribe for spectacular shortcutting, taken by the senior grand
wizard of the clan – one Jetstream esq.
- Paperazzi was in evidence with the camara, and Horny was fined for
extravagant posing, The miscreant was pointing to an arrow sign that was
indicating the wrong way on trail. I should have taken notice, as Toed, Horny
and I were then soundly debagged for doing both of Debs infamous turnbacks.
- Kermit was also fined for a photoshoot kidnap, and by some slight of hand
managed to drink it while haranguing the circle in high dudgeon.
- Blowback had a fine for some unfortunate soul, and almost had to drink it
himself, as he forgot the words to his own song! Surely a first!
- In the absence of the GM, his better half donated his COCK to the circle, and
our sole yank – Forest Dump, was ordered to CHOKE the CHICKEN on his
eminences’ RHODE ISLAND RED. Apparently the experience was close to
being waterboarded, and poor Forest almost FED THE DUCKS.
- Next up was the Earl, and the Countess, as for the first time in living memory
he missed the beerstop, and was apparently seen wandering about in a
churchyard looking bemused. Perhaps the magnetic good lady interfered with
his hitherto infallible compass.
- Your faithful scribe was then fined again for a wardrobe malfunction, and was
presented with a cup for tea and a biscuit for a downdown. Sadly I was unable
to drink any of it, but it did all land on me.
M
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Run No: 2030

Date: 27-Aug-2017
Venue: Black Bull Inn, 27 High Street Balsham
Hares: The Earl of Pampisford & It'll Come Off
Scribe: Lady Slipstream
On a sunny day in bank holiday Sunday in August we gathered at the posh pub in
Balsham, hoping for a good run and for the beer not to take all our pension money (oh
no, that wouldn’t be me, I’m doing the run write up as I’m not retired and have oh so
much time on my hands – I’ll keep my mouth shut next time!).
I can’t comment on the cost of the beer, unlike Antar I was driving, but the pub seemed
friendly and I hear laid on a good ale or two so the pack were bound to be happy on their
return from the run.
So, the run. The Hares sent us off up the road to the usual ‘not so posh’ pub. Antar duly
found the first check back, at which point I was schooled by Toed, Kermit and
Checkpoint over the rules of the trail – Rules?! There are no rules! I’ve since forgotten
the traditions they described but as I’m rarely an FRB I don’t expect I’ll ever have to
worry about such things.
We found the true trail and looped back into the village, what a lovely short run, time to
get on the piss! Oh sorry, not yet, there’s a drink stop to be found…
The rest of the run was a series of loops, in fact we were never more than a mile from the
pub but that didn’t stop us getting lost. The Earl is tricky b@stard isn’t he! The pack
were kept together for the first half of the run, due to some good false trails to fox the
front runners, and despite Hold it for me running straight through the turn backs. It was
the second half of the run where the issues started. Half of the pack vanished leaving 7
of us to find our way through the nettles and brambles and desperate to find that drink
stop we were promised. At one point all we could find were turn back arrows – after 10
minutes of mincing about I noticed some dust in a bush, as I scrambled through the
undergrowth, there was second blob, and then a third – On On I called and the 7 of us
carried on to the beer!
I could sense we were close as we came across a rabble of blackberry smeared little
people, no, not Kermit, it was Wai Wai and Just Josie – clearly in need of sustenance –
where was that drink stop?!
We ran round a couple of fields (getting déjà vu as we went back into the same playing
field we’d been in twice already), through some more nettles, back passed the church
and there it was, greeted by a pack of walkers and a bottle of Prosecco – happy days.
As the sun shone down and with a slight prosecco glow we pottered back to the pub and
waited patiently for our stand-in GM (Mutha) and RA Debonaire to call the circle for the
down downs.
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Charges of course went to the Hares the Earl and It'll Come Off for a fabulous run! It
seems Mack the dog is pretty picky about who he likes but it’s no coincidence that as a
fan of the muppets he likes both Kermit and the Earl (Robin) – if you remember Kermit
the Frog’s little nephew from the Muppets was Robin. Hasn’t Got One was charged with
miss-calling the walkers back off trail. Hold it for me got his penance for running
through those turn backs. After the debate over the rules(!?) with Toed and Checkpoint,
Taxi (who knows even less about the symbols) took the beer – why was he born so
beautiful! Mutha bequeathed his cock to Big Blouse – Has anyone body seen my cock…?!
Debonaire and Big Leg were caught canoodling in the bushes, ‘blackberry hunting’ they
claim! And Debonaire with her GM hat on accused Checkpoint of following idiots and not
sticking to her guns. Blowback gave his last song as music master before the big shake
up next week, he told us of Antar’s adventures - to be gobbled by natives is what he
desires, they practice on blowpipes in Irian Jaya.
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Run No: 2032

Date: 10-Sep-2017
Venue: Ice House, Dry Drayton
Hares: Spicy Bear & Forest Dump
Scribe: The Earl of Pampisford
The Hash convened on the wonderful estate of Beerstops ie Beyond the Ice House
complete with bar, marquee and stage (eat your heart out Glastonbury) What time does the 11o'clock
run start bellowed from guess who's gob.
A small circle was formed mainly because most of our mob were away at Indonostalgia in Beer,
Dorset. Joint Master, Antar took charge as our athletic GM, Hold It For Me, was taking part in the
Grunty Fen half marathon which was running in conjunction with the Hash.
Antar called for any visitors, virgins etc. Step forward Tender Loins from Virginia, USA and a large
Canadian, Just Mike (friend of Chilly Willy). The Hares explained that there were three trails, two
laid in sawdust and one in flour. If you followed the flour you were in the half marathon warned
Spicy Bear.
Eventually the pack set off around the estate and out into the village where the pack split and 9
runners headed off leaving the walkers to be led by Forrest Dump and his map. After a long hike the
walkers and runners re-grouped near Childerley Wood and finally arrived at a checkpoint held by a
distinguished SCB smoking a cigarette. Legover, Tender Loins, Horny and Antar checked it out and
the pack followed Antar along a track which concluded with the drink stop womaned by Debonnaire
and Big legs who were also adjudicating the runners in the marathon who approached from a
different direction.
After being refreshed we returned via a clearly marked trail to the Ice House. Antar called the circle
and our new RA, Big Legs handed out punishments. Down Downs were awarded to the Hares,
except Forrest Dump who had gone for a rest, Teutonic, for picking sloes, putting them in a bottle
and not adding any gin or sugar. Horny for not realising his near neighbour, Arnhem, was a Monday
Night hasher.
The GM made a late appearance and was awarded Hash Shit for his trouble. In all a good day.
On On
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CH3 – News – Events

Have an item that should be here? Go to
http://herald.toedsh3-admin.com/resources.php
Login using your Pink Pages credentials, - Click on ‘To be included’,
Browse for your item then upload it.
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